
COFFEEHOUSE CONVERSATIONS
The environment is a coffeehouse with shelves full of books, menu board, mismatched tables and chairs. Cozy, warmly lit.
We never see faces of individuals--only hands and arms. Audio “conversations” would be recorded and edited in advance.
Utilizing:Live actionGraphics that interact with the live action environmentConventional graphicsCellphone/iPad screen captures
we present content-driven stories visually but in a more personal, lifestyle-centered context than competitors who lean toward garish colors, flat graphics and/or character animation.
Example scenarios:⦁ Two male friends—one has just purchased a policy; the other is surprised that he’s buying life insurance “so young”—age 28.⦁ Two female friends talk through the “6 Myths” content⦁ Single mom on the phone with her father convincing him how thoroughly 

she prepared for her online insurance purchase—we hear only her side of conversation⦁ Spouses talking through their need for life insurance for both of them⦁ Phone conversation with between a coffeehouse customer and an AIG 
Direct phone representative about how much insurance to buy⦁ Individual talking himself/herself through online application (VO is what 
applicant is thinking)⦁ An informed friend gives his/her companion an understanding of 
insurance basics.⦁ Coffeehouse owner discusses with a customer why, as a small business 
owner, life insurance is important
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CONVERSATIONAL COFFEEHOUSE 1

VIDEO GRAPHICS AUDIO
JOHN is seated camera right so a wedding band is visible on his left hand. He stirs a coffee cup with a spoon.JOE’s hand slides his mug across the table as he sits. He drops his receipt on the table.

SFX: CoffeehouseJOE: What you been up to?JOHN: Looking at life insurance.JOE: Seriously? But you’re, what? 28?

CU of wedding band Maybe pop-up of child’s photo JOHN: Hey, I’m married. I’ve got a kid now. And a house mortgage. Gotta get serious about responsibilities.

JOHN raises his coffee mug

CG: The average purchaser of life insurance is ____ years old.
As he raises his mug, graphic moves down and into view.
Lower age+ Better healthLower rate

JOE: Life insurance so young?JOHN: Turns out that’s the best time to buy. 
The lower your age and better your health, the lower your rate.

Overhead view of receipt. Appears to be handwritten on receipt$500,000 policy30-years$21.50/mo.

JOE: Hmm, guess that does make sense.JOHN: I got a half-million dollar policy for 30 years. Cost me $21.50 a month.
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We see John’s wife and son as the screensaver on his phone

Bullet point typography appears to rise from under the phone

JOE: A half-million dollars?JOHN: Yeah.JOE: You remembering me in your will?JOHN: It doesn’t work quite like that. Stacy and Kevin will be my beneficiaries.JOE: Meaning they get the money? JOHN: Right. So Stacy will have the money she needs to pay off the mortgage, fund college tuition for KevinJOE: In case he doesn’t get a free-ride scholarship.JOHN: Right.  Even things like living expenses, medical bills, funeral expenses.
Hanging calendar on wall with a handwritten star in a box representing a day.

Question marks apear in the air around him.  
3D Block letters "30 Years" comes up through the wood surface of the table

JOE: What happens in 30 years?JOHN: It got a term life insurance policy. In my case, a term of 30 years. You can get it from 10 up to 30. If I can make it for 30 years, the policy ends and you’ve got a friend into old age.
Coffee cups clink JOE: To your good health.

COPY WOULD CONTINUE…
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CONVERSATIONAL COFFEEHOUSE 2
VIDEO GRAPHICS AUDIO
Cup and saucer with paper coaster beneath cup.
Phone, legal pad, big keyring that includes a photo of a child, purse, pen on table
Young adult female’s hands as she uses the string to squeeze tea out of teabag against a spoon.
She picks up the phone and answers it.

SFX: Cellphone ring
FEMALE VO:“Hey, Dad…Yeah, it’s done…One of the joys of single parenting…AIG Direct…I could have talked with someone but I did it all online. It was easier than I thought.

FLASHBACK showing her going through online application
The website walks you through the process. Very self-explanatory.

CU of hand holding pen. Check list of benefits listed on a yellow legal pad. Each is checked off. There are doodles around it.

3D checkmarks appear in space around the pad.  I had it all planned out. Everything that I wanted to make sure that was covered by the policy.

Extreme CU of writing VOID across check Even set it up as a bank draft so I don’t have to worry about forgetting to pay it.
Back to handwritten notes on pad Waiter is delivering a cup of coffee.  He is holding a tray with a cup and 3D letters of $250,000 and 25 years

I went with a $250,000 for a term of 25 years. Came out to $__ a month. 
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Doodles of BBB logo No, Dad, they’re completely legit. AIG Direct is part of one of the largest insurance companies in the world. Very solid. I even checked them out with the Better Business Bureau and J.D. Powers? Are you impressed?
COPY TO CONTINUE…
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